
CAVA INDIAN RESTAURANT Men�
172 Queen St, Ayr, Queensland 4807, Australia

+61747833778 - http://www.cava.net.au

A complete menu of CAVA INDIAN RESTAURANT from Ayr covering all 21 dishes and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about CAVA INDIAN RESTAURANT:
Was looking for a nice restaurant that served vegetarian as well as meat dishes to satisfy myself and a friend,

and we found the food in this Indian restaurant to be excellent, with wonderful flavours, fast and efficient service
and an inexpensive price.WOuld definitely recommend to anyone who enjoys Indian. read more. When the
weather conditions is good you can also have something outside, And into the accessible rooms also come

customers with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about CAVA INDIAN
RESTAURANT:

Takeaway was first experience and it was very stingy on the meat given we paid $50 for the total meal. It was all
sauce. If i was only going off this it would be 1 star. Dined in with friends and that experience was excellent.

Service and Food quality amazing which is why I bumped it to 3 stars. read more. At CAVA INDIAN
RESTAURANT from Ayr you have the opportunity to enjoy delicious vegetarian meals, in which no trace of

animal meat or fish was used, Dishes are also prepared here, tastily and freshly with original Indian spices.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LASSI

Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

Energydrink�
WHITE

Goa� Curr�
GOAT CURRY

Sauce�
SAUCE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

NAAN

BUTTER CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

FISH

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
BUTTER

CHICKEN

MEAT

BEEF

GARLIC
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